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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, MR. DUNSTAN, OPENING STATE ART TEACHERS' 
CONFERENCE. ADELAIDE UNIVERSITY. 22.Q.Ik. 
Mr. Antonnuei, Mr. Steinle, Mr. Condous, ladies and gentlemen : 
Thank you very much for inviting me to open your conference. 
How pleasant it is to face an audience who must take such pleasure 
from their work. I can think of few things more delightful than 
nurturing and developing the creative spark that exists in every 
child, and few more inspiring than in helping to fan the creative 
flame that exists in some. 
Yours is, of course, an exacting job as well; one that requires 
extensive study and great application. But its rewards can more than 
compensate. 
^^^Only the finest artists, it seems to me, retain that spontaneity and 
freshness of vision that illuminates the art of young people. The 
teacher given the responsibility of fostering this, and who has the 
sensitivity to do so, helps perpetuate the values of a civilised 
society. 
This isn't to say that I look on art teachers' role as being solely 
to train a potential Moore, Klee or Nolan: just as important is the 
task of allowing a child's appreciation of beauty to develop so that 
. he or she can get the fullest pleasure from the arts throughout life. 
Just as important, too, is it to see that, in using paints, clay or 
any other material, children simply have fun and are given the 
^^hance to let their imagination have full rein. 
I think it true to say that they've never had a better opportunity 
to do so. I'm not saying that what we have to offer in our State 
and private school systems is perfect - heaven knows it's not. But 
in the number and quality of our teachers and in the materials, 
facilities and options at their disposal we are better off now than 
ever before. 
I hope that from this conference - and from a look at your extensive 
programme it's a very reasonable hope - we get new ideas on how we 
can further improve art teaching in this State. 
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I believe that a most significant international development of 
recent decades (and in Australia of recent years) has been the closer 
involvement of Governments with the arts. Provided that such 
involvement is benign - that is, it is totally free of censorship 
or attempts to impose standards, and is sensitive, subtle and 
adventurous - I believe this is a wholly good thing. It is also 
irreversible. 
Governments having, of necessity, assumed this role, at the insistence 
of the people they represent, must discharge it properly. 
During my recent visit to Europe I made a special point of inquiring 
what is being done in comparable countries. In the general field 
of the performing arts there are both pluses and minuses - sometimes, 
or in some places, subsidies or grants may be more lavish, in some 
areas they are leading; in others frankly we are. 
^^or instance, I saw nothing to compare with our Festival complex. 
There were some very fine complexes, indeed, with relevance to what 
we are seeking to do in provincial centres but nothing to compare 
with the grandeur of ours. But there was one area where they 
undoubtedly are showing the way and which is of moment to us. 
This is the concept of the gallery without walls. 
In virtually every major northern European centre and in a startling 
number of minor ones, sculptures (and even paintings) have been put 
almost at random around the city. 
The result is that art is, for the people who live there, an everyday 
lxLeasure; for the visitor a walk entails a constant sense of surprise 
^Rd discovery. 
Now by sculpture I don't mean ponderous monuments to long-forgotten 
dignatories, but attractive modern works, some abstract, some not, 
some by wellknown and some by relatively unknown artists. 
Some I saw were sited in small gardens, some on street corners, some 
just at a convenient point along a pavement, in a mall, by a bus 
stop. The only real common element was the surprise and pleasure of 
encountering them. One that especially sticks in mind was in the 
middle of Stockholm. It was, basically, an arm and hand - palm 
upwards - emerging from a pavement. Not perhaps great art but 
arresting art, provocative street art. Another, in a garden, was of a 
clown painted in the colours of a clown's make-up. , 
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I said earlier that I think a very important part of an art teacher's 
job is to generate an appreciation of art that endures for a lifetime 
afterwards. What is happening in so many northern European cities, I 
think, is that the — that solemn word — authorities there are seeing 
that this sense is constantly stimulated and that everyone is a little 
richer as a consequence. 
Here as elsewhere in Australia we have so far been concerned to build 
up a State or National collection and to see that it is properly 
housed. That done we have expended great effort to attract visitors 
to the resulting elaborate Gallery. 
Plainly we need galleries for a whole variety of reasons. But I don't 
see any reason to confine art works to them, saving the streets and 
public places only for works which commemorate civic virtue or 
pomposity. 
^pcciting, unorthodox sculptures and murals scattered - and I use the 
word deliberately - around our cities could make them much more 
cheerful and enjoyable places to live in. 
Unfortunately, we are - as a State Government - going through a period 
of financial stringency. We cannot spend on the arts - or indeed on 
schools, hospitals and social services - the amounts we would like. 
We cannot contemplate at present a public art programme of the order 
found in the German, Scandanavian and Dutch cities of which I've 
spoken. But we can in various ways stimulate it, through the Art 
Gallery and through co-operation with local authorities, and this we 
shall be seeking to do shortly. And, in due season, I hope we shall 
be able to give more direct support to such a programme. 
% is not a particularly profound reform or one that seeks to change 
the structure of society - rather a simple change to give our 
streets a more human fa^e, a bit more colour. 
In a sense, I suppose that's what you are also seeking to do. True 
in your field of education as in all others there's a lot of jargon 
sometimes used, a lot of cloudy concepts bandied about. But basically 
youi'e working to make children's, future citizens, lives brighter 
and more aware. 
In that you have the State Government's unreserved support. 
I have very much pleasure in officially declaring your conference open. 
Thank You. 
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